
Biol 321 Genetics S’02 Exam #1 Name:_____________________________

1. (8 pts) The main concept in the central dogma of molecular biology is that DNA does not
code for protein directly but rather acts through an intermediary molecule of ribonucleic
acid (RNA).

a. (3 pts) What are the three components of the Expanded Central Dogma?

b. (2 pts) Circle the component(s) that contain(s) promoters.

c. (3 pts) Provide a description as to how promoters complicate the analysis of one
component of the expanded central dogma. (one sentence)

2. (2 pts) The sequence of a transcript is 5'-GGUUACAUUC-3'. The sequence of the DNA
template would be...

   a. 5'-GGUUACAUUC-3'   b. 5'-GAATGTAACC-3' c. 5'-CCAATGTAAG-3'

d. 5'-CUUACAUUGG-3'

3. (4 pts) Reverse transcriptase synthesizes DNA from an RNA template. What post-
translational modification of mRNA provides the sequence needed to synthesize a primer
to begin reverse transcription of mRNA molecules? Draw a 15 base pair primer in the
correct 5' - 3' orientation.

4. (14 pts) You are given three round peas labeled A,B and C.  A, B and C are siblings, but
you do not know the genotype of their parents.  In order to determine each pea's genotype,
you grow the peas and cross them to true breeding wrinkled, green peas. You score
exactly 1000 progeny from each cross with the following results...

A cross: 1000 yellow, round
B cross: 487 yellow, round, 513 green, round
C cross: 247 yellow-round, 251 yellow-wrinkled, 260 green- round 242 green-wrinkled

a. (3 pts) How many genes appear to be segregating? (Circle one)

1 gene     2 genes  3 genes     not enough info

b. (3 pts) The progeny from which cross establishes the dominant allele? ________

c. (8 pts)  Define gene symbols, and determine the genotypes of A, B and C...

Genotype of A: ________    Genotype of B: ________     Genotype of C: _________



5. (8 pts) Consider the following diagram from your textbook...

a. (1 pt) what base goes here?  ______

b. (1 pt) what bases make up this anticodon? ____  ____ ____

c. (2 pt) what amino acid goes here? __________.   The genetic code is attached to the back

of this exam.

d. (4 pts) write 5', 3' N- or C- wherever appropriate in the banks near the end of each
macromolecule.

e. extra credit (2 pts): what is the wild-type amino acid at position 408? _____

6. (8 pts) Man has blood type AB and marries Woman, whose blood type is A.  Woman's
father was group O.  Man and Woman have two children. What is the probability that
when

    a. Man and Woman are homozygous for the wild type H substance gene:

i. (2 pts) both of the children will be blood group A? __________________

ii. (2 pts) one child will be group O and one child will be group B? ______________

b. (4 pts) Man and Woman are heterozygous for the H substance gene. What would the
probabilities of each blood group be for their children?

AB: ________A: ________ B: ________ O: ________



7. (18 pts) For many generations, schoolteachers on the Mediterranean island of Sardinia
have witnessed a curious phenomenon. Each spring, some of their students (mostly boys)
suddenly seem drained of energy. For the next three months these individuals complain of
dizziness and nausea and fall asleep at their desks. Then, just as suddenly, they return to
normal and remain healthy and active until spring returns and the cycle of illness repeats.

Recent advances in genetics and medicine have tied the underlying cause of this lethargy to a
rare X-linked recessive sensitivity to broad beans. The disease, termed Favism, results when
individuals lacking an X-linked gene eat the beans or breathe the pollen of Vicia faba.

Man's grandfather on his mother's side had Favism.  Man has married Woman, whose uncle
on her mother's side had Favism. Neither Man nor Woman has any symptoms of Favism.
Man and Woman live in the USA where Favism is very rare.

a. (7 pts) Draw the pedigree as described.

b. (4 pts) If Man and Woman's first child is a girl, what is the probability she will have will
have Favism?

c. (4 pts) If Man and Woman's second child is a boy, what is the probability he will have
Favism?

d. (3 pts) Favism's symptoms range from mild lethargy and general malaise to death. What
term describes this type of variable expression?

8a. (3 pts) What anomaly in DNA sequence first suggested that the researchers had indeed
found a mutant Cistic fibrosis gene?

8b. (3 pts) What steps did the researchers then use to demonstrate that the candidate gene
was in fact responsible for Cystic fibrosis?



9. (4 pts) Which of the following terms does not belong with the others?

a. recessive lethal allele b. codominance c. incomplete dominance

d. dominant lethal allele e. epistasis

10. (15 pts) Pedigrees for very rare traits...

a. (3 pts) Which individuals eliminate X-linked recessive segregation?

i.  I.1 and I.2 ii. I.1 and II.3 iii.  I.2 and II.4 iv.  I.2 and II.2

b. (12 pts)

i. (3 pts) What is the mode of inheritance? _______________________________

ii. (3 pts) Clearly circle the individuals known to be heterozygous (no partial credit)?

iii. (3 pts) What is the probability that a child born to individuals a and b would show
the trait.

iv. (3 pts) What is the probability that a child born to individuals a and b would be a
carrier (either heterozygous, or homozygous)?

I.

II.

I.

II.

III.

a. b.



11a.  (10 pts) A partial set of complementation tests were performed on mutants a - h.
The results are shown below. Fill in as many boxes as is possible.  Each incorrect box
is worth -1 pts, up to -10 pts.

11.b (3 pts) If you were given one more mutant (z), what is the minimum number of
crosses that you would need to make to determine if it was allellic to all of the other
mutants (a - h).  Assume that you would have to make all of the experimental crosses
at once.

 a        b        c       d        e        f       g        h

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

a



Extra Credit (5 pts)  The genes for zeste eyes and forked bristles are located on the X
chromosome in Drosophila melanogaster. Both genes are recessive.  You cross a zeste eyed
female and a forked bristle male. Assume no crossing over.

Define your alleles and make it easy for me to grade:

a. (2 pts) If 100 offspring of this cross are analyzed, present the expected number, sex,
genotype and phenotype expected in each class of the F1:

b. (3 pts) You cross the F1 generation flies and obtain 200 offspring.  Present the expected
number, sex, genotype and phenotype expected in each class of the F2:


